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he fragile X syndrome, the most common form of hereditary cognitive impairment, with a frequency of 1:4000
males and 1:6000 females, is caused by expansion of a trinucleotide repeat (CGG) within the FMR1 gene.1 In the normal
population, the length varies from five to 50 repeats.2 Subjects
with the fragile X syndrome have more than 200 CGG repeats
(full mutation, FM) and, as a consequence, the FMR1
promoter region, including the CGG repeat, is
hypermethylated.3 4 As methylation results in a lack of FMR1
gene transcription, no FMR1 protein (FMRP) is produced. The
absence of FMRP in the brain (neurones) is responsible for the
cognitive impairment in the fragile X syndrome.5 6 In addition,
some subjects have intermediate sized alleles of between 50
and 200 CGG repeats (premutations; PM). The PM alleles are
unmethylated with normal FMRP biosynthesis, but are
unstable during transmission to the next generation.
Male fragile X patients are characterised by mild to severe
learning difficulties. Macro-orchidism and facial abnormalities, including a long face with large, prominent ears and
behavioural features such as hyperactivity, poor eye contact,
and hand flapping, may be part of the fragile X phenotype in
males. Generally, there is wide variation in the degree of clinical involvement in female FM carriers. Approximately 60% of
females carriers have mild to moderate mental impairment,
while the remaining 40% have normal intellectual capacity.
The molecular basis for the phenotypic variability in both
males and females is believed to be linked to the variable
number of neurones in the brain that express FMRP. Mosaic
males who are affected show a variable combination of PM
and FM alleles, but the usual predominance of FM.7 In female
carriers of FM, variation in the X chromosome inactivation
ratio may account for the clinical variability in intellectual
capacity. Some studies reported a correlation between the
activation ratio and cognitive functioning using DNA isolated
from peripheral blood,8–13 whereas another study failed to find
such a correlation.14
Recently, a new diagnostic test has been described to identify fragile X patients on the basis of an absence of FMRP in
their hair roots.15 The FMRP test on hair roots has high diagnostic power in males. Most hair roots in affected males are
devoid of FMRP. In cells from female FM carriers, one of the
two X chromosomes is inactivated and will not produce FMRP.
As human hair roots are of clonal origin, they are labelled
either positive or totally negative for FMRP expression,
depending on which X chromosome is active, the normal
FMR1 allele or the mutant FMR1 allele, respectively. Furthermore it has been suggested that hair root testing might be of
value for predicting mental functioning in female carriers of
FM because, like brain tissue, hair roots originate from the
ectoderm during embryonic development. Thus, the X inactivation pattern in hair roots might be indicative of the X inactivation pattern in the brain and in this way reflect the
number of neurones that express FMRP. Recently, we have
made such an observation in monozygotic twin sisters who
carry FM. One sister is intellectually normal and shows
normal FMRP expression in her hair roots, whereas her

Key points
• The objective of this study was to determine whether
there is a correlation between FMRP expression in hair
roots and cognitive functioning in female FM carriers.
• The expression of FMRP in hair roots was studied using
an FMRP specific antibody test; the percentage of hair
follicles that expressed FMRP was determined. In
addition, the participants completed the Raven’s
Progressive Matrices (RPM) to measure their basic cognitive functioning.
• Female FM carriers had significantly lower median centile RPM score than their control relatives (n=12). No
significant correlation was found between the centile
scores of the female FM carriers and their control
relatives on the RPM. In the female FM carrier group
(n=34), a highly significant relationship was found
between the centile score on the RPM and the percentage of hair roots that expressed FMRP.
• Cognitive functioning in the female FM carriers was
much more strongly determined by the absence of FMRP
than by genetic background. FMRP expression testing of
hair roots has great potential as a prognostic indicator
of cognitive functioning in female FM carriers.

affected sister shows a reduced percentage of hair roots that
express FMRP.16 To investigate the molecular basis of the spectrum of cognitive functioning in female FM carriers and to
evaluate the predictive power of the FMRP assay on hair roots,
we compared FMRP expression in hair roots and basic cognitive functioning between female FM carriers and unaffected
female control relatives.

METHODS
Participants
In this study we included women whose CGG repeat size had
already been tested by DNA analysis. In total, 34 female carriers of a FM allele (>200 CGG repeats) and 12 female control
relatives carrying either two normal alleles (sister, 5-50 CGG
repeats, n=10) or one premutation allele (mother, 50-200
CGG repeats, n=2) were tested. After giving written informed
consent, the women were visited at home to obtain hairs from
the scalp and to measure cognitive functioning. The age of the
participants varied from 16-67 years.
FMRP test on hair roots
At least 25 hair roots from different areas of the scalp were
collected in an envelope and sent to the laboratory by regular
mail on the same day. The FMRP assay was performed the
next day as described previously.15 Briefly, hairs with a visible
bulb were trimmed, fixed, and permeabilised. They were then
incubated with monospecific antibodies against FMRP overnight at 4°C. Subsequently, indirect alkaline phosphatase
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immunostaining was performed and the number of FMRP
labelled hair roots was scored with a stereo zoom microscope
and expressed as a percentage of the total number of hair roots
examined. All hair roots were tested in a blind fashion. For
detailed technical information see our website: www.eur.nl/
fgg/ch1/fragx/
Cognitive testing
All the participants individually completed the Standard
Raven’s Progressive Matrices. The RPM was constructed by
Raven17 in 1954 and ever since has been widely applied in both
clinical practice and research. The RPM measures the eductive
ability component of general intelligence (g) as defined in
Spearman’s theory of cognitive ability. Raw scores are
converted into centile scores and into deviation IQs, although
the latter may be less adequate.17 In the present study, raw
scores were converted into centile norm scores using Burke’s
norms (Raven, 1998, No 2495).
Statistical analysis
Using a paired samples correlation analysis, we examined the
relation between the normalised RPM centile scores of 12
pairs of FM carrier participants and their unaffected control
relatives. A regression analysis resulting in a Pearson correlation coefficient was completed to examine the correlation
between the percentage of hair roots that expressed FMRP
and the RPM centile score as a measure of cognitive functioning for a group of 34 FM carriers.

RESULTS
The contribution of genetic background and environmental
factors to cognitive functioning in female carriers of the FM
was investigated by studying FMRP expression in hair roots
and cognitive functioning of female FM carriers and a group
female control relatives. All the members of the female control
relatives group scored normal percentages of FMRP expression in their hair roots (75-100%). The median centile RPM
scores in the female FM carriers and in their control relatives
were 31 and 70, respectively. The means of the normalised
centile RPM scores in the female FM carriers and in their control relatives were 0.6446 and 0.6774, respectively. Female FM
carriers scored significantly lower than their control relatives;
however, the paired sample analysis did not show any significant correlation between the two groups (r=0.35, p>0.2). This
finding prompted us to continue our study only on the group
of female FM carriers, because the centile RPM scores of the
normal control relatives did not make any significant
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Figure 2 Diagram of the correlation between the IQ scores
(converted from RPM raw scores) and the percentage of hair roots
that expressed FMRP in the female carriers (n=34).

contribution to the final outcome of cognitive functioning.
Further analysis was performed on 22 additional female FM
carriers, bringing the total of female FM carriers to 34.
Regression analysis of the FRMP expression on the RPM centile scores showed a significant F statistic (F(1,33) = 19.973,
p=0.00). Fig 1 shows a plot of the correlation between the
percentage of hair roots that expressed FMRP and the RPM
centile scores of the female FM carriers. The analysis showed
a highly significant relationship between the two parameters
in this group (r=0.614, p<0.01). In addition, fig 2 shows a plot
of the correlation between the percentage of hair roots that
expressed FMRP and the IQ scores of the female FM carriers
(Rsq= 0.4356).

DISCUSSION
Our study found evidence that female FM carriers with
normal intelligence had a normal percentage of hair roots that
expressed FMRP (75-100%), whereas FM carriers with mental
impairment had a reduced percentage of hair roots that
expressed FMRP. This observation confirms the notion that
although human intelligence is influenced by many genetic
factors, a single mutation in the FMR1 gene significantly
reduces cognitive functioning in affected female FM carriers.
Our comparison between female FM carriers and control relatives shows that it is not necessary to obtain data on cognitive
functioning from control relatives to assess the intellectual
outcome of female FM carriers using the FMRP test on hair
roots.
In the past, molecular studies on the FMR1 gene in female
FM carriers to establish a relation between genotypephenotype have focused on the size of the CGG repeat, the
ratio of active normal X chromosomes to normal inactive X
chromosomes (AR ratio), and FMRP expression in lymphocytes on the one hand and on IQ values on the other. The
results of these studies were not unequivocal,8–14 18–22 which in
part can be explained by methodological issues and the choice
of biopsy tissue (blood). Genotype-phenotype correlations in
leucocytes do not necessarily reflect the situation in brain tissue, because the rapid turnover of peripheral leucocytes may
lead to high variation in clones that either carry the FMR1
mutation on the active X chromosome or do not. Earlier studies using the FMRP test on lymphocytes did show a weak statistical correlation; however, the significance was not high
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Figure 1 Diagram of the correlation between the Raven
Progressive Matrices centile scores and the percentage of hair roots
that expressed FMRP in the female FM carriers (n=34).
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enough to use this method as a reliable predictive test.20–22 We
addressed these issues by using cells (hair roots) which during
embryonic development originate from the same germ layer
as brain tissue and were able to show that in female FM carriers there is a highly significant correlation between cognitive
functioning and the percentage of hair roots that express
FMRP. This genotype-phenotype correlation is preliminary in
nature but still illustrates the potential power of the FMRP
assay on hair roots as a predictive test for cognitive functioning in female FM carriers. Further sophistication of FMRP
expression in hair roots as a predictive test for cognitive functioning should include larger numbers of hair samples to
establish whether the reliability of the test can be increased.
Research is in progress to increase the number of female FM
carriers to 100.
This study focused primarily on cognitive functioning in
female FM carriers and the relation with FMRP expression in
hair follicles. Although the spectrum of involvement in male
carriers (who are always affected) varies from mildly to
severely retarded, predictive testing is in most cases not
informative. In contrast, cognitive functioning in female FM
carriers can vary from unaffected to moderately retarded,
which makes a test for predicting the absence or presence of
mental impairment very useful. The availability of a test to
establish the genotype-phenotype relationship in female FM
carriers would enable parents to choose educational intervention at an early stage, including adequate support and child
adapted educational programmes (special schools) as has
been suggested for less severely retarded fragile X males.22
We conclude that cognitive functioning in female FM carriers is more strongly determined by the absence of FMRP than
by genetic background or environmental factors. In addition,
we conclude that the FMRP test on hair roots might be a
strong prognostic indicator of cognitive functioning in female
FM carriers and has great potential as a predictive test.
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